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This Month’s Issue is Cordially Dedicated to the
Memory of our Beloved Friend, Hero and
Brother
Doctor Rodger Griswald Surrey
Poet, Author, Explorer, Theosophist,
Mathematician, Dreamer, Philosopher, and
Collector of Rare and Unusual Monkey and Ape
Skeletons.
A Man of Wisdom and Worldly Prowess.
Taken from this Mortal Coil far too soon as he
was consumed by the living fire during a freak
Hover Craft accident.
We will remember him in our hearts as he sits in
the Purgatory, suffering for his sins as he awaits
a vacancy in Heaven.
Rodger Griswald Surrey
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Written
Correspondences
from good
natured
gentlemen who
have read our
previous
installments and
wish to comment
on some aspects
thereof.
Cheerio Boys,
Just thought I’d nip a few lines in the
post for you to tell you how much I enjoy
celery. It’s so crunchy. Crunch crunch crunch.
Sincerely Yours,
G. Gordon Liddy
To the Editor:
Many in this readership will no doubt
find these comments disturbing. My aim is not
to offend, nor to enlighten, but rather to state
my own thoughts and opinions about the way
in which our world is changing. These are but
one person’s opinions and in no way should
they be perceived as indicative of the opinions
of any group; scientists, atheists, or such. They
are merely words, which in this time, should
be said, must be said, and I shall say them.
Hate them if you will, shrug them off, but they
still must be put down. In troubling times, an
apologist must make known his or her
concepts, else debate and progress cannot be
forged out of argument and stagnation.
The recent attacks levied on human
cloning by some people who continue to
uphold Medieval concepts of gods and devils,
are unfounded and baseless, particularly when
one scrutinizes these practitioners’ own
supposed “holy” texts.
According to the Book of Genesis,
the first commandment which Elohim gave to
humans was “be fruitful and multiply.” Closely
associated with this command was the similar
“subdue the earth and rule over it.”
It would seem to me that there were
no stipulations as to how this multiplication
was to be achieved. Revolutionary scientists
are

enabling this multiplication, and are managing
through modern techniques new and bold ways for
humankind to subdue the natural world. To one free
from the mental constraints of archaic thought,
human cloning appears to work well within the
guidelines of the Bible and with this god’s ineffable
plan.
I would warn the Papists and other such
anachronistic thinkers, that due to their lot’s
Aristotelian views they went against much of
modern scientific thought, condemning everything
from the Heliocentric model, the germ theory of
disease, evolutionary biology, and now, human
cloning. In all previous cases, their attacks have
been unwarranted and unvictorious. Now, they
unsheathe their sabers again for a bit more rattling,
and based on the evidence of the past, their
gestures will be meaningless as always.
And as for this supposed human dignity, I
would answer back that we are but one tiny little
twig on the tree of life, descendants of primordial
unicellular lifeforms, and perhaps ancestors of
many more types of creatures not yet seen in this
kaleidoscope of life.
An attack on human cloning is not an
attack on a medical procedure, it is an all out
assault on science. Unfortunately, these religions
believe themselves to have truth behind them, and
unfortunately, science cannot claim this same
dogmatic truth. Science is not a faith, and rarely
does it give us certainties, often its discoveries lead
only to more questions, many of which show us
how insignificant our little band of Homo Sapiens
Sapiens is. And that is why they fear science. But,
that is why science will triumph. For, in what
claims in can make, it provides proof, something
which religion has yet to grasp.
It is now the year 2003, despite the
emotional hold-outs who disagree, we are living in
the future. We must embrace the future, and not
hold on to the past. Human cloning is the future and
our world will change. Despite what the religious
thinkers believe, you cannot fight change and you
cannot stop it. Yesterday’s outrage, will become
tomorrow’s acceptance as we move into the
darkness and light of the wonderful and terrifying
things our future holds for us. In a world of nuclear
weapons, disappearing ice caps, halls rife with
rumors of war, the cloning of humans is last worry
any one of us should have. Best Wishes, as always.
Pope John Paul II
Vatican City

A Field report:
on the nature of
monotremes
By Jeremy Rosen,
Scientician and Expert
on Curiosities.
The basics of monotreme physiology
are quite diverse. The name derives from the
fact that monotremes have a cloaca, a
urogenital opening consisting of one hole.
Like reptiles and birds, monotremes lay eggs,
in this case soft leathery ones. Modern
monotremes have no teeth and modified
snouts or beaks. Monotremes also have a
single bone in their lower jaw, three inner ear
bones, high metabolic rates, hair, and they
produce milk to nourish the young, in
accordance with the morphology and
physiognomy of other mammals. Monotremes
come in three flavours: platypus,
Ornithorhynchus anatinus; and echidnas of
two varieties, Tachyglossus aculeatus and
Zaglossus bruijnii.
The platypus, Ornithorhynchus
anatinus, is a semi-aquatic monotreme with
fore and aft webbed feet and a flattened tail
similar to that of the placental beaver. The tail
acts as a stabilizer, but also stores fat. Platypi
inhabit rivers and streams in Eastern Australia
from Cooktown to Tasmania in the South.
While laying eggs and having some bones
similar to those of reptiles, the platypus is
overall entirely mammalian. The coat of the
platypus is one of the most waterproof in
existence. An inner layer of fine hairs traps air
and an outer layer of longer, flat-bladed hairs,
gives excellent insulation for the animal.
While sometimes referred to as primitive, the
platypus is considered to be quite evolved and
sophisticated.
Some interesting features of the platypus,
beyond the leathery and sensitive “duck bill,”
include the male’s spur and the female’s

milk producing glands. The spur is located
next to each of the rear feet in all young
platypi. After the first year, the females of
the species shed their spurs, but the males
retain them. The spur is connected to a
venom sack and produces a painful wound.
The venom is powerful enough to kill a dog
and often causes severe damage to the
males during mating season, when they
become aggressive. The female’s milk
glands are also quite interesting. Female
platypi have no teats. Milk is produced in
large glands under their skin,

then the milk oozes out onto a patch of fur and the
young ingest it from this point.
The echidna, comprising the genera Tachyglossus
and Zaglossus, are spine-covered, slender-snouted mammals
with claws. They live throughout Australia and New Guinea.
The echidna produces an egg which is transferred to a pouch,
where it hatches. The young are suckled from milk glands in
the pouch similar to those of the platypus. Young echidna,
like platypi, have teeth which they later lose.
The coat of the echidna is comprised of coarse hair
and spines, which are modified hair, like human fingernails
and rhinoceros horn. The echidna doesn’t need a thick coat
like the platypus because it is predominantly diurnal,
foraging for insects with its long, sticky tongue. Like the
platypus, the echidna has a cloaca used for excretion and
reproduction.
Current scientific theory states that monotremata are
a concurrent branch with other mammals that evolved
alongside placental mammals. They are somehow related to
marsupials, displaying similar, if more primitive
physiognomy, but it is believed that they are not primitive
forebears, but another branch along with marsupials. All in
all, monotremata fits within the mammalian profile, nursing
their young, having hair and maintaining a warm-blooded
metabolism. Monotremes are cool.
Faithfully Submitted to the Royal
Tractor Repair and Maintenance
Society of Outer Mongolia, on this
the Fourth Day of May, 2003 A.D.

Above: A Naturalists’ depiction a living Platypus
Below: Taxidermed Platypulan inards.

Dr. Jeremy-Joseph Rosen holds the
distinguished Lord Rosemary Chair at
the Salisbury College of Science at the
University of Pretoria.
Through his continued travels
and expeditions, he has unearthed many
biological curiosities, amongst them The
Forked Fox, the Nine Toed Plute, and
the Hammer Toad.
Picture at left is Dr. Rosen on his
expedition to Peking, Chinastan with TV
personality Jamie Farr.

on the nature of turkish
cartography (part i)
The Middle East, as a
geographic region, provides a
link between Africa, Europe,
and Asia. The Turks, rulers of
the Middle East, acted in much
the same way as did their land
area, providing a mixing point
for the cultures of Egypt and the
Maghreb, Greece and India and
China. The Ottoman Turks,
through their own
achievements, were able to
merge the science and learning
of each of these distinct cultures
and use their acquired
knowledge to add to and expand
on the intellectual
advancements of their day,
producing an environment
wherein the arts and sciences
flourished, achieving a greater
level of in the perfection and
expansion of knowledge then
had ever been found in the
world. One of their many
intellectual expansions was in
the field of cartography.
Islamic map-makers, such as
Piri Reis, building upon the
foundations set by the Greeks
and Indians were able to fully
modernize the field,
transforming it from an archaic
art into an precise science.
Early trade between
the Babylonians and Egyptians
was enhanced by Alexander’s

later expeditions to the area,
which brought the Hellenistic
and Semitic worlds and their
respective ideas together in the
Middle East. After the rise and
expansion of Islam in the region,
the influence of Indian culture
and learning, which was brought
through Persia, proliferated
through the scholarly circles of
the Arab world, particularly after
the movement of the Abbasid
imperial center to Baghdad.
Science and astronomy from
India had been shaped by the
Greek learning brought by
Alexander’s expeditions near the
sub-continent. Thus, a merged
form of learning, encompassing
both Greek and Indian discoveries, made its way through Persia
to the Arab world. During the
late Abbasid period, the impact
of the culture of the Greeks
became stronger as the Hellenistic and Arab cultures interacted
in the former Byzantine areas of
Syria and eastern Anatolia.
Unlike what was seen in the
earliest conquests of the Arabs,
the later incursions into Byzantine held territories were more
receptive to multi-cultural
society, and thus, it was during
the late Abbasid period that the
Greek culture of

Written and Researched by
Scott Birdseye,
Historiographer

Scott Birdseye is a fine individual
and writer of many interesting
documents of an historical nature.
the Byzantine people was first
allowed wider acceptance within
the Arab world. Thus, the Middle
East, through the trade and
conquests of the Arab peoples,
acted as a crucible for the fusion
of ideas and scientific
advancements from Greece, Egypt,
Persia and India.
This cultural fusion
provided the Arabs, and later the
Turks with intellectual resources
from around the world, which
formed the basis of their own

scientific advancements. The
Arab and Turkish imperial
courts and institutions of
learning were vastly multicultural entities, composed of
scholars from Jewish,
Christian, Persian, Indian and
Byzantine and local backgrounds, each of which
brought their societies own
concepts and materials. Early
Middle Eastern scientific
endeavors were enhanced by
the availability of paper, the
manufacturing techniques of
which had been brought
through India from China. By
the early Twelfth Century,
translations into Arabic of
Greek source materials were
nearly complete, and the
knowledge obtained through
these writings

proliferated throughout the
scholarly circles of the Middle
East, producing a vast increase
in both Muslim knowledge and
in new Muslim advances.
Greek mathematics, obtained
through translation, were
merged, in the Middle East,
with Sanskrit mathematical
texts from India. These two
sources enabled Arab and
Turkish scientists to develop
and explore entirely new fields
of mathematics, directly
contributing to the vast Muslim
knowledge of astronomy.
It was Islamic
advancements to the field of
astronomy which allowed the
cartography created by
Muslims to excel beyond any
previous attempts at mapmaking.

Astronomically based
cartography, known in the
Arabic tongue as “Surat alArd,” was initially utilized for
the purpose of enabling
travelers to find the holy city
of Mecca during the Hajj,
however, using a
mathematically based system
for cartography allowed for
many corrects to Ptolomy’s
system, which was
predominant in the preMuslim
world. Astronomically based
map-making was also
influenced by Indian spherical
form geometry, which helped
Muslim scholars create a
world-view based upon a
spherical representation of the
Earth. The earliest known
globe was built by Muslims in
the year 1279,

Yes, Puffins. Puffins are one of our favorite
birds, and we here at the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization have done all that we
can to promote Puffins, which are cool.

years before the round-earth
concept was widely accepted in
the West. Islamic cartography
was so well respected throughout
the world, that when, in the
Twelfth Century, Sicilian King
Roger II sought to create a
reliable atlas of the
Mediterranean for the purpose of
expanding trade in his domain, he
invited the leading Muslim mapmakers to his court to create the
atlas. Idrisi, the leading Muslim
cartographer in Roger’s court,
used the astronomical and
zodiacal mapping system
prevalent in the Muslim world as
the basis for maps which were,
for the first time, useful
navigational aids for sea travel.
Later, the Ottoman Turks
recognized the importance of
these accurate, reliable and
systematic maps for their use in
imperial administration, and also
for the planning of military
strategies and tactics.
One notable Turkish
military commander whose use of
maps for practical purposes
enabled him to achieve victory
against formidable foes was Piri
Ibn Haji Mehmed, later known by
his naval title of Piri Re’is. Born
sometime between 1465 and
1470 in the city of Gelibolu, Piri
Re’is rose to become Admiral of
the Turkish Fleet, where his most
notable of achievement was the
defeat of the Portuguese in the
Red Sea, which reopened the
Indian sea route to Egypt. The
temporary defeat of the
Portuguese fleet allowed the
restoration of Turkish naval
expansion, and Piri Re’is saw a
need for accurate navigation and
administrational maps for
renewed oceanic expansions.
Cartography, being of personal
interest to him, in 1513 Piri Re’is
produced the Kitabi Bahriye, or
Book of Navigation which
described, in great detail, the
coasts, ports, harbors, currents,
bays, shallows and prevailing
winds of the Mediterranean and
Aegean Seas. The Admiral’s
position allowed him access to
the royal libraries and archives in
Istanbul, and his

studies of earlier works provided
him with an immense of amount of
source material upon which to base
his own work, maps which would
cause him to be recognized as the
expert of his day on world
geography and cartography. The
book’s most famous entry and
possibly the world’s most infamous
map, now known simply as the Piri
Reis Map, a protolan of the entire
Earth, was the first known world
map to include the Americas and the
Antarctic. The precise accuracy of
the map illustrates the level of
perfection obtained by both Piri
Re’is and Turkish cartography.
Turkish map-makers were
the first to include the Americas in
their world-picture, however, this
was not the only change they
brought about through their work. A
desire by cartographers to find the
ubbat al-ard, the central point of the
Earth’s surface, placed at Ceylon by
the Indians and at Jerusalem by
Christians, prompted vast travel and
exploration by Muslims. These
investigative journeys were
conducted throughout Eastern Asia
and the Indian Ocean area, and thus
Muslim cartographers were the first
to place Malaysia, China, Korea,
Japan, and Sub-Saharan Africa in
their proper geographic

locations on world maps. The
Muslim world-view was, due to
extensive travel, far more complete
than that of the Europeans at the
dawn of the Age of Discovery, as
Muslims were the first to break
away from the rigid stagnation of
the Ptolemaic geographical system
which dominated the study of
geography in the West. Ironically
though, it was later Christian
discovery of Muslim learning and
discoveries such as these which
would help usher in the
Renaissance in Europe, signally the
decline of the power of the Turkish
Empire.
Though the Ottomans
would decline and collapse in later
centuries, in the time prior to the
European ascendancy, Turkish
science was the greatest and most
advanced that the world had ever
seen. With their geographical
location in the midst of many
different societies, the Muslims
were able to incorporate the science
and learning of their neighboring
cultures into a unique form which
allowed them to excel in fields such
as cartography, and to achieve a
level of perfection in these field
which helped to bring about
profound changes in the history of
the world.

A special interview with
king hladir of Norway
by Air Marshall Sir William Douglas Hayes’s neighbor Tim

Sir William Douglas Hayes

Tim

King Hladir of Norway

Tim is currently a sophomore at East Falls Community College, where he
hopes to earn his Associates Degree in Travel Agent Technologies.
King Hladir of Norway ascended to the throne of Norway in 1978, and has since been a very fair and popular
monarch, not the sort of mad, drunken, obese partying, fornicating monarch you expect to rule in, say,
England. The other day I sat down with Hladir at the local Starbucks® for a couple of delicious
Superchococinoes© and had a pretty good talk with him. He’s a really cool guy and I like him a lot.
TIM: So, how’s it going?
HLADIR: Hvorfor?
TIM: I said, how’s it going?
HLADIR: Angre på, ne prate English.
TIM: What?
HLADIR: Just kidding, I speak perfect English. After all, I am Head of State of a major Scandinavian nation.
TIM: Oh, that’s pretty good there, Hladir.
HLADIR: Please refer to me as Your Royal Norwegian Majesty.
TIM: Sorry, Y.R.N.M., so what’sHLADIR: Don’t abbreviate it, say the whole thing, Your Royal Norwegian Majesty.
TIM: No.
HLADIR:

Masovnarbeider!

After that Hladir stormed out, but I think the experience was good and I had fun. Norway is cool!

AN INVITATION TO ADVENTURERS
It may come as a surprise to many in our
readership, but there are many treasures in
the world today which have yet to be stolen
from the mud-hewn savages of the brown
skinned areas of the world and placed in
museums of great import in mighty cities of
Western Europe (excluding Spain) and The
United States.
Thus, as a guide for Archeologicians of
all parts of the Christian World, we hereby
present a catologuization of relics and rarities
awaiting placement in the display collections
and storage spaces of British and American
Museatoriums.
Each item is worth Five “points.” The person or team who first collects items totally
one hundred points wins a special prize.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Audio or Visual recording of a bum saying “Silver dollar sized nipples.”
Diplomatic License Plate
Doorman’s Hat
Square Bagel with Everything
Lorne Michael’s business card.
Chancellor of Schools personal stationary.
Simpson’s “Comic Book Guy” action figure, in the package, autographed by an employee of the store Forbidden Planet.
World Trade Center poster from any city Fire Department, double points if it says “All Gave Some, Some Gave All”
Mayor Bloomberg’s discarded coffee cup, signed by either the Mayor or any former Mayor, or the currently standing
Secretary General of the United Nations, or by the Deputy Mayor.

10. “Do Not Lean on Door” poster from the Grand Central/Times Square Shuttle train.
11. Name sign from Moby’s door buzzer.
12. Actual pot from an actual drug dealer in Washington Square Park.
13. Pen from Sign-In Sheet at Riker’s Island. Double points for the actual sheet.
14. Velvet Rope.
15. Photograph of yourself holding up an NYU flag in any class building at Columbia
University.

16. Second Hand Prosthetic Limb.
17. Braille Menu from LeTusse Restaurant.
18. Roll of toilet paper from a bathroom at the United Nations.
19. Photograph or Video Recording of a Transit Authority Cop holding up a
photograph of Soviet Dictator Joseph Stalin.

20. Piece of Schist.
21. Candle from a Cathedral.
22. Lost Dog Poster, written in any non-English language.
23. Box of Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, with Korean packaging.
And may we say, a Hearty Bon Chance to all would be
expeditions. Remember, always bring along extra
gurkhas, they’ll die like flies.

an a&a scienconomy report
On the nature of
aeroplane-craft
By Ulf Goltschleer
resident scienconomist
and inventor of the two-way telescope
Although the Zeppelin® Brand Rigid-Frame Air Ships
remain the most popular form of atmospheric perambulation, aeroplane-craft are becoming a more and
more frequent, specifically for their use in the storming
of barns and barn-like structures. Many of the public,
however, do not understand the physical principals
upon which these craft operate. This article shall
correct that error.
PART I
The Fuselage
The fuselage is the main
part of the aeroplane.
Generally tubular in shape,
the fuselage contains the
main and auxiliary lighterthan-air bladders, as well
as, in some cases, a luggage
compartment. Luggage is
heavier than air, unless
passengers bring helium
with them.
PART II
Lift
Lift is generated by the wing, which uses the
aerofoil concept. An aerofoil is a curvedwedge shape. When air hits the aerofoil,
friction heats up the air around the wing,
meaning the air molecules, now heated, move
faster around the wing than normal air. As
faster air begins to surround the wing it
generates lift, as all air is slowly trying to get
to space, in order to fill up the low pressure
vacuum. Faster air moves up to space more
quickly, taking the wing and the aeroplane
with it. Wing flaps, located on the wings, cool
the air to let the plane land, just like when
you blow on hot soup to cool it off.

PART III
Aeroplane Engines
Jet engines are essentially a streamlined version of a car engine. Notice the smoke coming out of the
back of a car’s exhaust? That is the same thing as when you see a jet leave a contrail across the sky.
Exhaust is generated because an engine is not burning fuel efficiently, exhaust is just the left-over fuel
that didn’t burn well. Car engines are very efficient and have just a little exhaust, hence why cars go
only about 35mph. Jet engines are horribly inefficient and can go over 400mph, nearly three times
faster than your average automobile.
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A GUIDE TO MONKEYS
By H.G. Peterson

H.G. Peterson is a leading member of the Masters of the Illuminati,
the secret organization which governs the affairs of
international diplomacy, war, and world-wide commercial markets.
He is also an avid croquet player and enjoys listening to gramophone recordings.

H.G. Peterson’s Guide to Monkeys
(for Her Royal Majesty Queen Victoria)
Monkeys are funny and covered with fuzz
Wear a red shiny fezz, each monkey does
If you mess with a monkey, they look sternly and say
“Monkey no like you, now you go away”
With fury and rage and anger misplaced
The monkeys dance ‘round, then hop on your face
Then one monkey jumps up, his teeth give a shine
And he takes a big bite out of your spleen and your spine
Then they all hop aboard, they pound on their chests
Hammers they pull, from their red monkey vests
They rip the flesh from your bones with a murderous haste
Hammers pounding your body into thick muddy paste
Monkey looks down at you, and the monkey he say
“fuck you, you giant prick!”

pearls of wisdom
from the reverend wolfpatty
The Pants of God

The Reverend Johnathan Wolfpatty delivers rousing
sermons on the nature of fire and brimstone each Sunday at
the lovely First Church of Christ’s Gaping Bloody Wounds
in downtown Stovepipe, New Higland, USA.

Not long ago, I found myself at
the drugstore, when, as should
happen, I stumbled into the women’s
personal hygiene section and noticed a
particular item, which, had until then
escaped my notice.
The item in question is a
product known as a “panty liner,” or
sanitary napkin. Now apparently,
during specific time periods of the
lunar cycle, the mucus and blood
lining of a

woman’s uterus is flushed from the body in a process known as the “menses.” This
biological waste material is expunged from the woman’s vagina, where, when a sanitary
napkin is not properly employed, it stains the woman’s undergarments. If it is a particularly
heavy flow, it may in fact stain her outer garments as well. This is an unfortunate
circumstance.
Now, this is a lot like God and how God protects us from sin. You see, sin is like this
menstrual blood, it stains us with its presence. But God’s grace is a sanitary napkin, a panty
liner for our soul. So, my fellow God-fearing Christians, I employ you, to each day, put on
your holy pad, and protect yourself from the frothy crimson flow of sin. When God is your
panty liner, your pants stay clean, and your soul will be white as a Cracker’s skin. Praise
Jesus, and read your Bible every day. Thank you.

DEAR MONTEZUMA
Advice from everyone’s favourite Aztec monarch.
Dear Montezuma,
My brother Charles keeps stealing my hammer. I don’t
know what he does with it, but Mother insists that I leave
him alone. She says he’s different and I should accept his
strange hammer usage. I say it’s my hammer and he
should leave it alone. What do you think?
Sincerely,
Pepin, Croix de la Croix, France
My dearest Pepin,

Montezuma: Aztec Monarch and all around
handsome fellow.

When considering the ineffable, one must take to heart
the ideals of incontrovertibility inherent in any such
quest of the mind. Often one can discern a pattern where
others see none, or one sees no pattern where others do.
In the sanctity of all life (except that of official
sacrifices) there are many hidden secrets, some which
may relate to hardware. I advise you to search the
metaphysical and theological implications of your
hammer. You will find the answer you seek there.

Dear Montezuma,
The local organizing committee of the Southeastern Representatives Organization is having its annual
meeting as a barbecue, rather than as an official policy making body. I have railed against this again and
again in the Organizational Organizing Sub-Committee, however everyone seems up for a barbecue and will
hear nothing to the contrary. How can I turn them to my ideas?
Yours truly,
My Remains Pepper Residential Exits Soiled In Deep Northern Terrain.
Mr. President,
I kindly ask that you no longer communicate with this established column. Your vague entreaties on
matters of State have no place in this column. This is why you have a Cabinet, sir. The ontological place of
The Presidency has no bearing in this Nationally Famous and Syndicated journalistic endeavour. We help
People, not Offices.
Send questions to:
Montezuma
c/o The Albigensian Daily Register
Two Rivers, Debuque, North Umberland, Southern Algeria
Answers will appear within two weeks of receipt.

A Eugenic Plea
By Scott Birdseye and Jeremy Rosen
Alicia Witt
Not many people in the public are
familiar with Francis Galton, cousin of
renowned cabin boy Charles Darwin, but
Galton’s groundbreaking psychological
work established the basis for later
quantitative psychological research.
More importantly, however, Galton’s
hereditary research, coupled with his
cousin’s popular theory of evolution, led
Galton to the conclusion that artificial
breeding selection could be used to
better the human species, an idea which
is today known as “Eugenics.” The
concept is simple. By choosing humans
with desirable traits and having them
reproduce, we increase the number of
good genes in the human population,
thus making the species better. The
more intelligent, creative and capable
people, the better the world becomes.
And that’s why we’re here, to
make the world a better place. Let’s face
it, both of us are incredibly intelligent,
creative and capable. In a way we
represent the best the species has to
offer. So, we’ve done a great deal of
research and found women who match
our own levels of genetic purity. In order
to make the world a better place and to
preserve human kind’s domination of
the Earth, we feel it is our duty to
copulate with these women. For the
betterment of human kind, we
mentioned that didn’t we?
We shall now reveal the list of
candidates. If these women truly care
about the world and aren’t selfish and
evil, they will do their duty and help us
create a new race of supermen.
By sleeping with us, as often as
they can…for the betterment of human
kind, we mentioned that, right?
So here they are, if you see your
name, just drop us a line, or come over
to our house and help us create a new
and better world.

Allyson Hannigan

Shirley Manson

Bjork

Melissa Auf Der Maur

Sarah Polly

Katharine Towne

Lauren Ambrose

Carrie Anne Moss

Pink

Lauren Prepon

Liz Phair

Entertainments for children
and the mentally infirm
Part I: A Game Concerning Word Placement.
Have a companion, who does have visual access to the following piece, to fill in the missing
words. The results shall be of an uproarious nature.
One __________, I was __________ down the street when a _________
(unit of chronological measurement)

(gerund)

(member of a species of genus Heterojapyx)

Jumped up on my neck and started gnawing into my ____________.
(artery of the upper spinopulmonary system)

_____________! I screamed at a decibel level of __________, as I
(Iroquois expletive)

(number ≥ √ -234.124∏)

ran to the docks and jumped on the _____________.
(name of submarine of the Russian Akula Class)

It was there that I ran into ________________, who showed me around.
(name of a Fifteenth Century Flemish Noble)

He showed me the______________, the ______________, and
(Type of radiocarbon dating equipment) (type of boat used in the harbor of Cartagena, Colombia)

The______________. Then we hopped out and went to____________.
(branch of the Interstate Commerce Commission)

(Name of a Trans-Neptunian Object)

Part II: A Picture of Dave
Here is a picture of Dave. Using hand-held shears, separate this photographical image of
Dave from the remainder of the magazine. Then, with an adhesive of some sort, you can
place this picture of Dave somewhere within the confines of your domicile. Each day, you
may gaze upon your photographical image of Dave while simultaneously providing an
aesthetic accoutrement to your abode.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
brought to you by the good people at

Here at Daniel Bester Inc
Inc. we strive to provide
you, the consumer, with the highest quality of
product available anywhere in the world. And
that’s not just good advertising copy. That’s the
truth. From our space aged WINDGO™ to our
down-home age-old Sparlogram 6000™ we
give you the best for your money. Seriously, it’s
not like we would lie.

Daniel Bester Inc.
Product List 2002
For Government Contracts
1. Tungsten Core Illumisphere.........................................................................$25.00
2. Personal Handheld Ergonomic Tungsten Core Illumisphere
Exciter..................................................................................$53.45

3. Chemically Charged Power Storage Pods for Use with Personal Handheld Ergonomic Tungsten Core Illumisphere
Exciter.....$19.95
4. Polymer Based Cephalo-Protection/Aesthetic-Augmentation
System..................................................................................$67.45
with added Propulsion-Styled Ornament...........................$88.45
5. All-Natural Wood Fiber Constructed Oral Foreign Substance Locator/
Extractor..................................................................$12.00
6. Pulp Based External Memory System.....................................$89.99
7. External Memory System Input Controller with Attached Polymer Based Deletion and Correction
Enabler..................................$24.00
8. Super Cooled Liquid Based Personal Fluid Container and Transport
Unit.......................................................................................$42.02
with added Ergonomic Stabilization and Control Unit.......$ 56.78.
9. Cotton Fiber Based Manual Protection Kit...............................$67.95
10. Beveled Photographic Augmenter and Protector with SuperHeated Silica Internal
Covering..........................................................$85.95
11. Ethiopia Originated Granulated Organic Energy Dissemination
Fluid.............................................................................. $67.00 liter
(Price Adjusted to Marked Value)
12. Ceramic Decombustion Chamber and Organic Resin Storage
Device......................................................................................$44.89
13. Tumbler-Specific Security Device Deactivation/Reactivation
System.....................................................................................$56.98
14. Metallic Circuitous Organization and Storage System with Polymer Tab for Multiple Tumbler-Specific Security
Device Deactivation/Reactivation Systems........................................$123.90
15. Crude Oil Woven Procreation Disabling
Sheathe.............................................................................$ 65.95
16. Convex Aluminum-Alloy Liquid Sustenance Container-to-Oral-Area Transport Implement and Colloidal Catalyst
for Chemical Solutions: for use in Combining Item #11 with Item #20. (Also Available in Polymer Form for
Additional $4.50)................ ........................$ 54.02
17. Aluminum-Alloy Solid Sustenance Container-to-Oral-Area Transport Implement and Kinetic Separation
Stabilization
System. For use with Item #18. (Also Available in Polymer Form for Additional
$4.50).....................................................................$ 54.02
18. Aluminum-Alloy Solid Sustenance Separation System (Also Available in Polymer Form for Additional
$4.50)......................................................................................$ 54.02
19. Space-Age Polymer Based Combination Solid Sustenance Container-to-Oral-Area Transport Implement and
Kinetic Separation Stabilization System/Convex Liquid Sustenance Container-to-Oral-Area Transport Implement
and Colloidal Catalyst for Chemical Solutions.................................................................................$ 75.98
20. Refined Glucose (C6H12O6) Flavor Enhancing Substance for Use with Ethiopia Originated Granulated Organic
Energy Dissemination Fluid.....................................................................................$23.00oz (Price Adjusted to
Market Value)
21. Outer-Tympanic-Cartilage Mounted Ocular Defense System for Protection Against Visible and Non-Visible Solar
and/or Stellar Wave Emissions.............................................................................$1256.90

22. Lipid and Resin Based Personal Odor Prevention Mechanism and Moneran-Protist Elimination Cake23.

Mass...................................$28.00
Upper-Appendage Mounted Quartz Oscillation Measurement Device with Digital Display

22. Lipid and Resin Based Personal Odor Prevention Mechanism and Moneran-Protist Elimination CakeMass...................................$28.00
23. Upper-Appendage Mounted Quartz Oscillation Measurement Device with Digital Display
Interface.......................................$206.00
(For Classical Styled Analog Display Interface Add $129.90)
24. Un-mounted Quartz Oscillation Measurement Device with Variable Set Acoustical Output Notation Marker and
Alternating and Direct Current External Power Source Connection Node....................$356.00
25. Spun Cotton Fiber Constructed Outer-Tympanic Bio-Materials
Expunger.................................................................$50.00 (20 Count)
26. Diaphanous Carbon-Steel Personal Follicle Separator Unit with Ergonomic Polymer Based Frame/
Controller.............................$21.34
27. Sterile Re-Condensed Fluid State Hydrodioxide............$14.99 liter.
28. Hecto-Numeric Probability Determination and Decision Enabling Polymer
Cube....................................................................$ 10.99
29. Wheel-lock Portable Combustion System with Liquid Fuel
Reservoir.................................................................................$ 25.04
52 Piece Picto-Numeric Polymer Coated Fiber Sheet Multi-Purpose Entertainment
System.............................................................$68.00

Item #

Quantity

Price

Shipping
$29.95*
$29.95*
$29.95*
29.95*
Total:

Specific-ations

Name_________________________________________________
Contract #____________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________
Phone (_____) ____________
Email____________________@____________________________

*Standard First Class Shipping via the United States Postal Service. For overnight Service or for Specialized Couriers Add an Additional $125.00
Shipping Charge per Item.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR SALE
Two stroke pony with
optional tail rotor
included. Slightly worn,
three years old, but spunky
and affable. Comes with
saddle, rotor oil and RNA
transductor enhancement
glue.
£295.33 plus state taxes,
import tariffs and
biochemical redundancy fee.
Call Steve: 995-2620
FOR RENT
Spacious three tier toolbox.
Red aluminum with steel
bolts and brushed metal
interior. No tools included.
£9.95 per week. Call 8843443 and ask for Mary Ellen
Seeking single white female.
Must enjoy cold climate, ice
floes, eating Eskimos and
baby seals. I am an
intelligent and spontaneous
guy (I once attacked a
surfacing U.S. submarine)
who loves fishing, relaxing
in a nice Arctic storm and
running in fright from the
flashing lights in the sky.
Visit Nunavuk, Greenland and
ask for Ralphi.
Look in the bulrushes. There
you will find the answers
you seek. Once you accept
the inner sycophant, other
will follow. Message 2369.
WANTED
Polyurethane coating for
backyard deck or decomposing
bodies stored in basements.
No questions asked. Ask for
Tommy J at 334-3343
FOR SALE
One sixteen litre container
of high-grade polyurethane
coating for backyard decks
or decomposing bodies stored
in basements. Available for
£35.00. No questions asked.
Call 992-1600 and leave a
message.
ROBOT ANDROIDS
Seeking robot android looka-likes, must look like Don
Knotts or Tim Conway. Will
pay $50.00 or best offer.
Call Eddie at 763-0973, ask
for Dave.

FOR SALE
Twenty six metric tons of
goat cheese. Slightly rancid.
Two free hockey pucks
included. Tony Blair, 10
Downing St. London, SW1.
Super-villain seeks weapon of
mass destruction, nuclear
weapons, biological or nerve
gas, death rays also good.
Will pay top dollar. Call The
Honorable Chief Justice
Destructo, 113-436-9987, ext.
45.
POSITIONS AVAIABLE
Monarch seeks Eunuchs for
organizational duties
including harem guarding and
chronicling. Castration and
palace quarters provided.
Send messenger to Xerxes.
Royal Palace, Persepolis,
Persian Empire.
FREE GIVEAWAY!!!
Several packets of sugar
available on a first-come,
first-served basis. Sixtythree packets and they’re
going fast!
Available at 33 Alhambra Ave.
this Saturday from 3 to
midnight.
FOR SALE
Semi-amateur home-brewmeister
sells his first batch of
beer. Three bottles for £12.
Special discounts for large
purchases.
WANTED
Bugs. All kinds of bugs.
Beetles, ants, bees, wasps,
butterflies, spiders,
pillbugs, mosquitoes,
mosquito hawks, bottle flies,
house flies, millipedes,
mantids, moths, cockroaches,
weevils, tomato bugs,
worms…well, I know worms
aren’t bugs, but I really
like them. They slither and
they’re slimy and stuff.
Worms kind of get me off.
Anyway, if you have bugs,
please call Ehren at
445-BUGS.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Pumpkin roaster needed to
roast a pumpkin. Must be
experienced. Irish need not
apply. Call Delores, 738-6975

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
This Saturday, the Community
Farm Center of Lower Grunding
presents its first annual
Bacon Festival! From 11-7, see
the most amazing bacon sights
and bacon-related
accoutrements. Ba-Co’s brand
new, late-model bacon
stretcher will be on display!
The new left-handed coffee
mugs featuring the CFC “I
Heart Bacon” logo is available
cheaply. There will also be a
display of new plants made of
a synthetic material produced
from bacon fat. You can water
them like real plants! Bacon
Festival takes place in
Shorewater Plaza Shops.
WANTED
One human soul. $55 U.S. or
best offer. Email Kevin:
rabidpatunia at hotmail dot
commercial.
FOR SALE
Brazil. Large parcel of land
in South America. Please
contact Pope Pius III at The
Vatican.
Job Opening:
Local chemical plant seeks
qualified quality control
workers for maintenance sector
reverse-entropy engineering of
cubicles, silos, tubes,
piping, windows, lavatories
and rec room. Must have 23
years prior experience. Call
the Human Resources Department
at ChemCo Chemical Company.
Fax resume to 477-333-6701 c/o
Chemical Carol.
Schizophrenic seeks back-alley
anti-psychotic drugs. Must not
be an assassin from the
government, an alien spy or
one of the relatives trying to
cheat me out of my
inheritance. Meet the man in
the blue trucker hat at the
Waldbaum’s Bookstore in the
Haberdasher Mall tomorrow at 3
PM.
FOR SALE
A dog. 654-0098
NOT FOR SALE
The lamp is mine. You can’t
have it.
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